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Expecting Compliance

A CRITICAL LOOK INTO THE CITY'S SHADY PRACTICES AROUND
HOMELESSNESS, POLICING, AND  SOCIAL CLEANSING.

(DESPITE WHAT THEY SAY IN THE PAPER)

Extending Compassion,



The current campaign

1 City of Bloomington Police Department Downtown Patrol Plan

2 http://www.heraldtimesonline.com/news/local/homeless-man-found-dead-in-bloom-
ington-apartment-stairwell/article_ae0ee665-278d-5a98-80ed-d847256444af.html

3 http://anarchistnews.org/content/no-justice-only-fire-bloomington-anarchists-re-
spond-homeless-mans-death

4 http://www.heraldtimesonline.com/news/local/protesters-block-streets-downtown/
article_c35fc45d-ddfe-51cc-8923-b6396cdab065.html

5 Email from Mark Kruzan to “you as one of the many people who has demonstrated a 
concern for the welfare of Downtown Bloomington.”

6 City of Bloomington Police Department Downtown Outreach Program

7 https://scruzwiki.org/Hospitality_Guide_Program

8 http://blockbyblock.com/our-cities/cleveland/oh/downtown-cleveland-alliance
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as public intoxication, panhandling, and vandalism.  In an email5, Kruzan claimed 
that "arrests are only as good as how they're han- dled by the justice 
system"“and laments the frustration of officers who frequently re-ar-
rest the same people for the same crimes. In fact, I have seen a 
friend arrested while the officer was screaming at him for 
being one of the frequently-arrested. The BPD Downtown 
Patrol Plan1 also points to this strategy of increased 
incarceration, or "successfully prosecuting crimes," 
as it lauds the use of surveillance (camer- as and 
record-keeping, for example) for the bene- fits it will 
provide to the Prosecutor's Office.

 With the programs and campaigns refer- enced above 
and reading between the lines of the city's state- ments, seen in 
full, it is much easier to make the connections about what is happening 

in Bloomington. We can see through the narratives of“"economic de-
velopment,"“"safety," "hospitality,"“and“"cleanliness,"“ and see it for what it 
really is: controlling and hiding (often in jail) the "unsightly" homelessness and poverty to 
create the ideal business and profit-making environment.

A Call to Action
 We should be uncomfortable that some of our neighbors have to pan-
handle. The city and social services are not proposing solutions to remove 
this necessity; rather, they seek to soften it, tamp it down, repress it, and 
make it invisible.  A homeless person's choice to panhandle on Kirkwood or 
receive free food in People's Park is more important than a downtown busi-
ness having a few more customers.

 Policing, harassment, and surveillance of the most vulnerable members 
of our community also threaten the rest of us. These practices will only stop 
when we fight against them together instead of letting individuals be isolat-
ed and picked off. None of the social service agencies are interested in fight-
ing back against these discriminatory practices, so we have to organize our-
selves to do it. We call on those of us who are homeless to discuss our issues 
openly and to resist, and those of us who have homes to hear them, 
trust them and struggle with them.

“...and the 
community got to better 

know our officers.
 As a result, arrests for 

many offenses 
increased.1

”
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The current campaign
 The city government and the Bloomington Police Department recently announced a new initiative to 
address the complaints of some locals“that "they don't feel safe going into downtown"“because- Mayor Kru-
zan claims- of“"intoxication, vandalism, and panhandling." This initiative will mean extra police patrols on 
the B-Line trail and downtown, resulting in 88 more hours per month of patrolling; surveillance cameras 
installed on public property, including parking garages; and new record-keeping of police interactions in 
order to analyze patterns of behavior. To accompany these harsh measures, the city is offering monthly meet-
ings with social services agencies, sensitivity trainings for police, and handing out leaflets containing info on 

available resources and services instead of making arrests. This is the latest installment of a campaign 
of sterilization which comes from the logic of "economic development."

 The policing and surveillance are a clear attempt to either scare away or forcefully extricate the 
elements of the Bloomington population that are undesirable to those in power and those who envision down-

town as a hub for capital accumulation and profit-making. In no uncertain terms, the city is targeting 
people who are poor and homeless, if not only for aesthetic reasons that they don't fit into the vision of a 
thriving, profitable downtown, and thus threaten that image then also for their expendability with no func-
tion in the profit-making pyramid, the homeless are seen as a drain on the economic community. The bottom 
line of their logic is this: for downtown businesses to make more money, the dirty, scary homeless people must 
leave. 

 The target of the new programs is made clear when we consider that the new patrols will focus on 
"Kirkwood and the business district on and around the Courthouse Square, People's 
Park, Seminary Square Park, Bloomington Transit terminal, as well as the 
alleys downtown"1. We all know that these are locations where people 
who are poor and homeless congregate. The intentions are 
made clear when we learn that the new police patrols 
will also "make frequent contact with...downtown mer-
chants" and“"listen to concerns or problems merchants 

are experiencing"1. It's no secret who the police 
are working for and who they're working 
against.

 The "compassionate" side of the new 
initiative, the outreach program, is an 
attempt to disguise this reality and to dis-

place the responsibility of addressing the social dis-
eases that lead to homelessness on to non-profits and so-
cial services agencies. The city showed its cards last spring when 
they refused to help fund an emergency shelter for the summer, but now 

have $6000 a month to pay cops overtime for extra patrols and install 
& maintain surveillance cameras. 

 This newest announcement comes on the heels of systemic targeting of homeless and poor 
people in Bloom- ington. Park curfews have been enforced more strictly and arbitrarily, 
benches have been removed from various places including the library, the Christian Stu-
dent Fellowship was recently banned from serving free food to people who can't afford any, 

“The presence of
individuals experiencing 
homelessness can make 

residents and visitors more 
anxious about potential crime 
and less inclined to frequent 
downtown comfortably and 

as often as they like.6

”
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and a tent that was erected over the summer of 2013 to compensate for the lack of an emergency shelter was 
shut down by the city.
 The gravity of the situation for homeless people in Bloomington was revealed on December 9th when 

24-year-old Ian Stark, who was experiencing homelessness, was found dead from the cold in 
Colonial Crest Apartments.2 Ian was new to town, having moved to Bloomington a couple weeks prior for a 
job opportunity that quickly fell through. The following Friday 50-70 people marched through downtown to 
resist the conditions that led to Ian's death.3 Given that over 1500 flyers about Ian were passed out during the 
march, the Herald Times report of the event which claimed“"Bloomington Police Department Sgt. Ian Lovan 
said he didn“t know what they were protesting"4 is a clear indication of HT's agenda and their position in the 
pocket of the city administration and business community, playing their role by keeping it quiet. 
 
 To most fully undermine the city's pretense of caring about homelessness, it's useful to consider the 

following connection: it is the very policies and initiatives of“"economic development" that help 
to produce the homeless population that then must be hidden for those initiatives to be successful. The 
building of luxury apartments, new hotels, and new businesses raises property values to such a level that 
people can longer afford housing, which is a major cause of more short-term episodes of homelessness.

Complicity: 
The Social Services Apparatus

 This social cleansing cannot be successfully executed solely by the severe tactics of the police. To 
chase homeless people out of downtown, it's nice to have somewhere to send them. Plus, Mayor Kruzan can 

keep a straight face when he says, "we're extending compassion" to preface, "and expecting com-
pliance." It's kind of like good cop/bad cop. The "good cops"“are social services agencies and non-profits. 
The purpose of this marriage is control of the population of homeless and poor people.

 In an email5, Kruzan insists that "we're to the point where we need every agency to do its part to insist 
that individuals receiving support abide by basic principles of civil conduct." In other words, the mayor is 
instructing service providers to withhold life-saving assistance in order to blackmail poor people into follow-

ing the mayor's orders and prescriptions of behavior. I propose that even aggressive panhandlers who 
disobey the mayor have a place to sleep-- and the jail isn't good enough.

 Social services agencies repeatedly demonstrate their complicity in the campaign of sterilization 
and their role in social control and pacification. Crawford Apartments, the new permanent supportive hous-
ing complex, is covered with cameras, staffed with a security guard, and residents are not allowed to have 
overnight guests. Shalom has hosted Q&A sessions with the police in an attempt to quell the anger of patrons 
that is an appropriate reaction to the harassment they are facing, and their director already has regular 
meetings with the police. An office of Perry Township which exists to provide financial assistance to people 
in need, spends more money in overhead than they give away, and have the power to determine who is a 
“"deserving" poor person, and who isn't. At the Interfaith Winter Shelter residents are wanded with a metal 
detector before entering and cannot leave and come back during most of the night. Also, the IWS 
capac- ity was recently restricted, at all locations, to that of the smallest church enforcing a fire 
code that is not enforced in other circumstances and could be expanded by opening other 
rooms. Additionally, the new BPD Outreach Program6 demands that social services agencies 
dis- tribute to their clients materials with“"information about state and local ordinances, 
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What to Expect in the FutureComplicity: 
The Social Services Apparatus

parks rules, police enforcement and rules of conduct,"“further promoting agencies doing the job of the police.
 A fundamental problem with the current model of social services and non-profits is that they are 

beholden to the rich people and foundations that they must take money from in order to exist. Those who 
provide the cash get to call the shots that should called by those receiving services and those 
providing services.  So if a wealthy downtown business owner donates money, he can demand certain condi-
tions, either formally or informally. For example, a formal stipulation may be that certain funds may only be 
used to help people who are sober. An informal stipulation could be threatening to stop donating if an agency 
doesn't install cameras to monitor their clients.

 This is not a condemnation of all local service providers; indeed, I am one, and many 
of our services are very valuable. This is a condemnation of our collusion with the city and 
the police to control poor and homeless people and to hide poverty and homelessness.

 But no model or quantity of social services can negate the casualties of a system that exploits and ex-
tracts from the most vulnerable and then attempts to hide their existence to maintain the image of a prosper-

ous, compassionate community. This is a call not just for a better model of social services, but for 
full-scale struggle against that which necessitates them.

What to Expect in the Future
 The campaign to sterilize public space in Bloomington is nothing new. Similar efforts to gentrify 
common areas in order to make them solely spaces of profit and consumption (i.e. glorified mini-malls) are 
happening all over the world. We can look at other places where this has happened to see patterns and pre-
dict what the city and police might try to impose here.

 A few years ago in Santa Cruz, CA a new program called the Hospitality Guide7 put "hosts" onto the 
streets of downtown. The hosts“job is to warn people who are possibly breaking the law or violating a city 

ordinance, to report on illegal activities to the police, and to liaise between businesses and the cops.

 In Cleveland, Ohio, the Block by Block initiative8 has a lot to tell us about what may be coming 
to Bloomington. "Safety ambassadors" are additional eyes and ears for the Cleveland Police Department; 
cleaning staff clear litter and graffiti; and a social services outreach coordinator funnels homeless people into 

services and out of the way. These are just cops in different uniforms, and they exist to maintain social 
control. 

 In addition to pseudo-cops, the downtown patrols who will "make frequent contact with the public" 
are only one step above this; graffiti removal the city recently bolstered their "graffiti task force"“with in-
creased staff; several positions at local non-profits already flirt with the role of people who usher the home-
less out of downtown; the installation of donation boxes downtown is also a thing that has been used by down-
town development campaigns and gentrification projects. Instead of giving money to people who are asking 
for change (and encouraging them to continue to do so), one would drop some money in a donation box for 
Shalom or Martha's House or Stepping Stones.

 Of course, this kind of soft policing doesn't exist without its darker side. Kruzan and 

the BPD's own words foreshadow an intensification of judicial treatment and an increase 
in sentencing for crimes with which homeless people are often charged, such 
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